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Police forces (birri) in Italian cities in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries were composed 
of outsiders, non-natives, employed on short-term contracts, usually of six months’ 
duration.  There was therefore a huge circulating pool of these patrolmen, sergeants and 
constables, moving from city to city.  These groups have been little studied, and are often 
assumed to be vile, odious and little better than criminals.  This article draws on surviving 
records in one city of northern Italy (Bologna), to analyse the composition of these groups 
and especially their cosmopolitan, international memberships, which grew consistently 
across the period before tailing off towards the end of the fifteenth century.  The article 
uses frames of reference from migration studies, particularly the large Balkan migrations of 
the fifteenth century, and from identity studies, to chart and assess the trajectory and 
reception of non-Italians among these groups.  The article thus extends what is known 
about the integration of migrants in late medieval Italy, goes beyond what is known about 
the documentation of identity in the Middle Ages, and raises questions about the quality of 
policing provided by multi-national groups. 
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POLICE FORCES IN LATE MEDIEVAL ITALY: BOLOGNA, 1340-1480 
 
This article presents an unexplored part of the history of late medieval migrations and its 
intersection with the history of policing.  A singularity of law-enforcement in late medieval 
Italy was the employment by cities on short-term contracts of a peripatetic judiciary 
(headed by the podestà), and of their inspectors, sergeants, constables and patrolmen 
(known as berroarii/berrovieri. modern birri).  This entailed a massive circulation of police 
troops among Italian cities.  This may have been unique in medieval Europe, and certainly 
contrasted strongly to England, where constables were local, elected and unpaid, and to 
France, where sergents were also local, but were paid and exercised their office as a 
lucrative métier.1  The same period saw large-scale migration from the eastern 
Mediterranean into Italy, partly under the pressure of Turkish military advance, though the 
study of the integration of migrants and refugees has focused mainly on their employment 
as agricultural, commercial and artisanal labour.2  The use of Slavs as patrolmen or military 
guardsmen has certainly been noted in Venice, Florence and the Marche,3 but deeper and 
broader analysis of migrants in policing squads across the Italian peninsula has been lacking.  
To date, research in this area has largely contented itself with the regulations on police 
numbers and duties,4 and where diverse geographical origins has been noted, it has 
remained unexplored and unexplained.5  Among the circulating judiciary, which by contrast 
remained solidly Italian, there certainly has been intensive study, albeit for an earlier period.  
Jean-Claude Maire Vigueur’s massive, multi-authored prosopographical study of the 
podestà of communal Italy (1250-1350) examined, city by city and region by region, the 
recruitment patterns of the aristocrats and lawyers who held the posts of podestà.  Yet he 
explicitly excluded from his study the podestà’s wider personnel, ‘given the almost total 
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silence’ of office-holding lists about them.6  Vittorio Giorgetti’s lists of judges and their staff 
in Perugia exclude the birri on what seem overly-pessimistic grounds.7   Massimo Vallerani, 
in recently looking below the level of the podestà at the subordinate judges and notaries, 
asserted that data on recruitment is rare, because staff lists exist for few cities.8  These 
judgements of silence and rarity seem to have deterred historians from searching for police 
staff-lists covering the later medieval period (1350-1500). Yet certainly for Bologna, Siena, 
Perugia and Orvieto, these lists survive, sometimes kept in separate registers (Orvieto’s 
Mostre del podestà), sometimes kept in the records of the army contracts office (Siena) and 
sometimes inserted into the deliberations (riformaggioni) of governing civic councils 
(Spoleto, Orvieto).  The aim of this article is to use the lists for Bologna to investigate the 
following questions: What were the geographical origins of the podestà’s staff, below the 
level of the judges and notaries? How did recruitment evolve across the period, and what 
was the chronology, extent and incidence of the ‘Balkanisation’?  Does this evolution 
correlate with political developments and changes in judicial policy?  What are the 
implications of foreign recruitment for the study of pre-modern policing? In addressing 
these questions, the article will draw on recent trends in the history of military labour, such 
as the advantageous opportunities and benefits of an internationalised labour supply, while 
at the same time drawing attention to the practical problems that this posed. 
Bologna has one of the richest surviving judicial archives in Italy for the later Middle 
Ages.  This includes over 400 buste (large folders) of trial-registers under secular inquisition 
procedure, as well as separate series for accusations, sentences, court papers and court 
journals.  The very last busta of the trial registers, number 434, contains the staff lists for 73 
podestà in the period 1355-1478, clustered in three sub-periods, 1355-71, 1404-35, and 
1445-78.  These three clusters relate closely to the material and structural character of 
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these documents and so to their origins and purposes, which will be examined below.  
Other lists survive in diverse archival series in Bologna: some in the end-of-term appraisal of 
the podestà (sindacation),9 and some in government registers of proviggioni.10  Already by 
the late thirteenth century, there was a requirement for the podestà’s staff to be listed in 
writing, as part of the ‘government by list’ and of the documentary revolution of popular 
regimes in the Italian cities.11  These lists have not been investigated for the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries.  Part of the role of this article is therefore to establish for the first time 
the typological range of these documents and their evidentiary value.  At the same time, 
this level of public servant, below the podestà, has not featured in recent studies of 
appointments to office, with their emphasis on the documentary forms as reflections of and 
vehicles for different relations of power in different regimes, republican and princely.12  
Bologna is well-known as a city of great political turbulence, with many changes of regime in 
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries: as a city in the papal state yet targeted for 
occupation by the Visconti dukes of Milan, the city swung from republican self-rule to papal 
government to Visconti control and back, experiencing native and foreign lordships (the 
Pepoli in the 1340s, the Bentivoglio in 1401-2 and from 1462, the Visconti in the 1350-s and 
1438-43), direct papal rule via legates and governors (1360-76, 1382-1401, 1403-11), and 
free republican rule under the banner of ‘liberty’.   
The successive versions of the Bolognese statutes between the late thirteenth and 
mid-fifteenth centuries show the evolution of the legal definitions and requirements of the 
various components of the podestà’s familia.  In the 1288 statutes, the podestà was to 
retain five judges, three knights, seven notaries, 12 domicelli (squires) and 20 ‘berrovieri’.13  
They were all to originate from the podestà’s home town or its dependent territory 
(contado).  For the judges, knights and notaries, there were requirements in terms of age, 
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qualifications and experience; none such for the berrovieri, except that they were not to 
have unspent criminal convictions and were to be supporters of the Church (or Guelf) party.  
The role of the berrovieri is made plain in the rules regarding their pay: guarding the city and 
suburbs, performing expeditions, distraints and arrests, and capturing bandits and 
condemned criminals – in other words, all the functions of policing, both preventative 
(guarding, patrolling) and executive (sequestering, pursuing and apprehending).14  
Subsequent editions of the statutes elaborated on these rules in five main directions: 
increasing the numbers of staff, requiring them to wear differentiated uniforms, monitoring 
them more closely, specifying and developing their roles, and recasting the requirement 
regarding their geographical origin.  Already in an ordinance of 1295, the number of birri 
was doubled from 20 to 40, ‘in order that the podestà can better pursue malefactors in the 
city and suburbs, and more diligently inquire into arms-carrying’.15  By 1335 the number had 
increased again, to 60 – they were to carry arms (armigeros) and to be ‘well-armed’ – and 
they were now supplemented by eight ‘boys’ (ragacios).16  That number was maintained in 
the immediate post-plague years, despite the severe reduction in the population,17 and 
despite an attempt to reduce it, successfully resisted by podestà Guelfo Gerardini in 1363.18  
However, in revised statutes in 1376 and 1389 the number did fall back, to 50, though 
keeping the eight boys.19  Finally, in the 1454 statutes, the berrovieri were maintained at the 
same number, but the boys were reduced to four, and the domicelli to eight.20 
‘L’uniforme fait … le sergent’.21 The requirement for the knights, domicelli, berrovieri 
and boys each to wear clothing of different colours first appears in the statutes of 1335,22 
and was clearly part of a policy both to increase the visibility and visual impact of the 
podestà’s entourage, and to monitor and control their conduct: among the podestà’s 
obligatory equipment were now a specific number of banners and shields,23 bearing his 
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heraldic arms, and there was a prohibition on the birri visiting taverns or brothels, unless on 
duty, or eating and drinking in private houses in city or countryside.  Monitoring of the 
familia took several forms: lists, musters and penalties. The 1295 ordinance stipulated that 
there was to be an ‘inquest’ of all the berrovieri by representatives of the civic authorities 
every fortnight, ‘having the names of the berrovieri read out and viewing each of them 
personally’,24 though frequency of the muster was later reduced.25  The reading out of 
names presupposes the existence of a list, though the legal requirement on the podestà to 
deliver his staff-list within days of his arrival appears only later.26  To encourage the wearing 
of uniforms, it was also enacted that if birri were found without them, then injuries against 
them would not be punished (1352) or would receive reduced penalty (1376).27  The roles of 
the various components of the familia were also spelled out in greater detail in successive 
versions of the statutes.  The 1335 statutes make it clear that their function was to act as 
instruments of judicial power: staying in the podestà’s residence, accompanying him and his 
officers, executing whatever orders they were given.28  Later statutes add references to 
daily patrolling, to accompanying the officers in searching for gamblers or arms-carriers and 
in inquiring into crimes and pursuing criminals, and to guarding the annual October fair.29  
Lastly, the requirement for all to come from the podestà’s home town was soon abandoned, 
and replaced by a series of exclusions: the familia was not to include any immediate male 
relative of the podestà himself or of his major officers, it was not to include anyone who had 
recently held office in Bologna, or studied at the University, it was not to include anyone 
from Bologna or anyone banned from Bologna for any cause, and the major officers were 
not to come from any place within 50 miles of the city.30 
The staff lists gathered in the Bolognese judicial archive form three distinct groups.  
The first group are almost all on paper, and have the appearance of working documents, as 
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some have names crossed out, or gaps unfilled, or references to officials or servants who 
had left or been dismissed and replaced: signs of an attempt to make the lists full and 
accurate.  In this they resemble the muster registers in Orvieto and Siena.  However, the 
Bolognese lists also bear the physical sign of having been ‘spiked’ – a small irregularly-
shaped hole in the centre of the folio31 - and they would have been threaded onto a cord, 
forming stringed piles as mentioned in inventories, and as still survive in other parts of the 
Bolognese judicial archive.32  Further consultation of the lists was thereby made impossible: 
the list’s work was complete before it was spiked.  The second and third clusters, as forms of 
document, are peculiar to Bologna: unspiked lists on parchment or paper, some of them 
comprising only the major office-holders, and some copies of the statutory regulations 
regarding the appointment and duties of the podestà and his staff; and a group of 
parchment documents at some point sewn together in (imperfect) chronological order into 
a sort of ill-shaped register.  These are clearly more formal and final, not working, 
documents, a certification perhaps of the correct appointment, processing and monitoring 
of the podestà. 
The staff lists have framing texts which have no consistency and evolve over the 
period.  By far the most common is a simple heading ‘The following are the officials of 
[name] podestà of Bologna’, or a longer variant.33  Sometimes, in the 1360s and 70s, the 
podestà takes the subject position and the document is a record of his action in formally 
appointing his staff.  These formats, in which the podestà or his notary takes the initiative, 
are superseded in the fifteenth century by formats in which the Bolognese authorities 
address the podestà or other office-holders.  The earliest of these (1418) opens with a copy 
of the podestà’s letter of appointment from the Anziani, and continues with the full terms 
and conditions of the office, before concluding with the list of the podestà’s staff.34  A 
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second form of fifteenth-century document is one that opens with a mandate from the 
authorities – by this stage the executive council of XVI, a ruling group instituted in 1394 – to 
the Pay Office (bancha stipendiariorum) to start paying the podestà his salary from a given 
date, and this payment order is then followed by the staff list.35  Lastly, there is one example 
of  a record of a different moment in the installation of the podestà and his chief officials: 
their oaths of office in the hands of the president of the Council of Anziani, but without a full 
staff list.36  The surviving Bolognese documentation is thus heterogeneous, with various 
purposes: what was archived shifts from a record of podestarial agency as the 
representative of an external overlord, to one of incorporation of incoming podestà into the 
civic bureaucracy.  Bureaucratisation is an evident theme in the evolution of these lists, as 
shown below. 
The lists of officers and names all follow the same basic, hierarchical sequence, 
starting with the podestà himself and his judges, and ending with the stable lads and the 
horses.  Within that schema are numerous variations.  After the judges, the notaries, 
‘knights’ and squires, various groups with specific competencies are sometimes separated, 
sometimes mixed together.  Thus in 1420, the list for Matteo degli Ubaldi from Perugia has 
eight boys (‘ragatii’), 13 servants (‘familiares’, including a stable-master, a cook and a 
victualler), two trumpeters (‘tubicene’), and then the police squad-leaders (conestabiles) 
and their 33 men; whereas the staff-list for the Sienese Tomaso da Agazaria in 1417 
includes, in an undifferentiated list of 45 names headed ‘Berrovieri’, one ‘boy’, two cooks, a 
victualler and three pipers (pifferi).  Some lists are more subdivided than others, and reveal 
more of the inner structuring of the podestà’s staff, showing that it was a complete, 
temporary household.  Thus Francesco Salimbeni from Siena arrived in Bologna in 1436 with 
a total entourage of 72, in which the list of 14 domestic staff included a bursar (expensor 
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domus), a dispenser (credenciarius), a doorman (portanarius), a cook, a sous-chef 
(subcocus), and chamberlain (camarius [sic]), a stable-master and three stable-hands.  He 
also had a majordomo (magister domus) among his other servants.  Some podestà included 
a bell-ringer (campanarius),37 others had a drummer.38  This range of domestic and official 
servants shows how the podestà took responsibility for purchasing, preserving and 
preparing food, for managing a stable, for controlling access to his residence, and for the 
sonic rituals of his official duties.   
Despite the inconsistencies in classifying the lower levels of the entourage, there was 
evolution in the numbers and balance of these various categories of servants: the group that 
becomes more regularly recorded are the domestic servants, numbering between ten and 
18, while the number of the berrovieri was fairly consistent, varying mostly between 45 and 
55, in addition to their ‘constables’, usually two in number.  The staff lists thus give a much 
more precise allocation of roles than was prescribed in the statutes.  This is illustrated by 
the roles of musician and executioner.  The statutes say nothing about pipers, trumpeters or 
drummers, but podestà often had them, and from the early fifteenth century the 
trumpeters were often Bolognese.39  This impression of increasing variety and specificity of 
role is confirmed by the appearance among the berrovieri of a decapitator (‘spiculator’) in 
1460 and of an executioner (magister or minister iustitie) in 1461, 1471 and 1478, usually 
recruited from non-Italians (‘Jacobus albanenx’, James the Albanian, and ‘Johannes de Frega 
de Tunix’, John from Tunis?).40  This was a different solution to that adopted earlier in the 
century, in Bologna as well as in other cities, of pressing condemned criminals into the role 
of executioner in return for sparing their lives or remitting their penalties (thus at Bologna in 
1415, at Siena, 1417 and 1419, at Florence, 1425, at Pisa, 1439), or hiring ‘maestri di 
giustizia’ ad hoc (as at Ferrara, 1452).41  It was also a different solution to that proposed by 
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Bolognese government itself in 1384 when it declared that ‘it is necessary and appropriate 
for there to be continuously in the city a “master of justice” to put into effect the corporal 
sentences and other personal penalties pronounced against criminals’, at a salary of 4 lire 
per month.42  Migrants thus allowed for a new solution to the problem of finding and 
funding a specialist in legal killing. 
The bureaucracy around the certification of identity also developed as the tide of 
immigrants flowed into policing.  The level of detail in the name-lists increased significantly 
over time.  Some of the earliest lists – those from the 1340s for example – barely record 
more than forenames and father’s names.  The list from 1345, perhaps the earliest surviving 
full staff-list, records the home towns of only a quarter of the birri.43  By the 1350s three 
elements – forename, father’s name and home-town – were consistently noted.  More 
layers of identity were subsequently added, though not consistently.  The recording of 
nicknames (‘the Mantuan’, ‘Smash’, ‘Welcome’) suggests a desire for nominal 
completeness, or a need for easy differentiation between men with the same forename.44  
More surprising is the recording of mothers’ names, in addition to fathers’ names, which 
suggests a new level of bureaucratic demand.45  These appear already in some fourteenth-
century lists (September 1362, July 1365, May 1370), and became more common in the 
fifteenth, being present in twenty lists between 1406 and 1460.46  The inclusion of maternal 
genealogical information was rare in medieval documentation,47 is hard to explain, and is 
not mentioned in recent histories of personal identification.48  It was not associated with the 
recruitment of non-Italians, as the first staff list to include mothers’ names was composed 
entirely of Italians: constables from Civita di Penne, Narni, Reggio and Florence, who 
enrolled 22 of their compatriots, as well as 26 others from Tuscany, Lombardy and Emilia-
Romagna.  Nor is it likely that it was required of men born illegitimately, who knew who 
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their mothers were but not their fathers, as maternal names are taken consistently of whole 
squads (and ‘Bastard’ is only occasionally recorded as a (nick)name).49  Yet it must have 
served a function in securing the identity of the birri at the point of registration and muster.  
As the historian of pre-modern identities, Valentin Groebner, has stated, ‘there has been no 
real history of premodern practices of the verification and control of identification’.50  The 
taking of mothers’ names has no parallel.   
One further layer of personal identification – this one with parallel uses among other 
mobile groups – was then added: the description of distinguishing physical marks.  For birri 
in Bologna this is found only in the fifteenth century, even though it is found earlier among 
other groups in Tuscany (lists of garrison soldiers, of wool guild servants, of domestic 
slaves).51  The recording notary for podestà Rogerio da Perugia, count of Antignalle, in 1406 
started to make notes on the physique of the birri, getting as far as noting that Parigino da 
Perugia, the son of Magio and Bartola, was ‘of common build, elderly, with joined 
eyebrows’, and that Giovanni da Volterra, the son of Matteo and Lapa, was ‘a small man 
with a scar on his forehead’.52  Much more focused was the recording of features in the later 
lists of podestà Carlo de’ Muti from Rome in July 1459 and Angelo Vitelloni from Corneto in 
July 1460.  In 1459 the notary was exclusively focused on the faces and hands of the birri: 
this one was ‘marked’ under the right eye, that one ‘between the eyebrows’, a third ‘on the 
thumb of his right hand’, and so on.  He was evidently careful to find marks on different 
parts of the body for each birro, noting marks above, on or under the eyes, eyebrows, 
cheeks, nose, chin, lip and forehead, as well as on the hands.   The notary in 1460 recorded 
the scars, broken teeth, moles and warts of all the birri, with the exception only of the 
beheader, ‘Master Thomas’, and one of the constables.  Thus Federico di Federico from 
Germany had a ‘scar on the small finger of his left hand’, Giovanni di Giuliano from France 
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was pock-marked (varolosus), and Lorenzo from Nivelles (Brabant) had a ‘broken front 
tooth’.  This level of bodily description was not unique to Bologna,53 nor to birri: it is found 
also for foreign soldiers,54 and for slaves.  In fact descriptions of slaves in sale documents 
use many of the same marks: eyebrows ‘joined together’, missing teeth, pockmarks, warts 
and moles on all parts of the face, scarring on hands and fingers.55  ‘Scars in the face’, as has 
recently been pointed out, ‘were one of the recommended aspects useful to the 
identification and registration of the foot soldier’,56 and it has been suggested that there 
were models or formularies for this spread of physiognomic record-taking.57  These parallels 
between the identification-marks of birri, slaves and soldiers suggests that attitudes to birri 
shared something Aristotelian with contemporary attitudes to human and animal servants: 
that they were viewed as animate tools, hired muscle.  This harmonises with the 
representation of birri in late-medieval fiction – for example, the tales of Giovanni Boccaccio 
and Franco Sacchetti – in which they never speak, but receive simple orders and take 
routine actions.58 
The 75 Bolognese staff lists contain the names of 3,772 birri and their constables.  Of 
these the majority (3,149 = 84%) are registered by name and identifiable place-name.59  Of 
the rest, 371 (10%) have unclear, uncertain or untraceable place-names,60 and 251 (6%) are 
listed without place-name.  Within Italy, the largest numbers came from the major cities of 
Florence and Milan, and from Bologna’s neighbours in northern Italy such as Imola, 
Modena, Padua and Ferrara (see table 1).  Only Florence and Milan provided over 100 birri 
across the period.  Seven cities, in descending order Ascoli, Padua, Venice, Verona, Piacenza, 
Modena and Reggio (Emilia) provided over 50, and a further seven provided over 25, all but 
one of them in Lombardy-Veneto-Emilia.  At the lower end of the scale, there are 
surprisingly low numbers from cities such as Perugia (17), Naples (14), Arezzo (12), Pisa (9) 
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or Rome (5).  So, despite the fact that the range of home-towns for Italian birri in Bologna 
stretches from Alessandria to Udine and from Salerno to Bari, the major recruiting grounds 
were in the cities of the north, and in a small number of cities in Tuscany.  In ones and twos 
birri also came from many small towns and villages scattered up and down the Italian 
peninsula.  From outside Italy, they came from five main areas.  The largest of these was 
Germany, accounting for 469 birri simply described as from ‘Alamania’, and a further 46 
from specific cities or regions.  Other origins were the Balkans, mainly Zagreb (90) and 
Zara/Zedar (58), but also eleven other towns, as well as ‘Slavonia’; the Low Countries (114 
birri mainly from Brabant and Flanders or specific cities such as Bruges or Brussels); Hungary 
(113); and France (85, including regions and cities of the north, centre and south).  From 
further afield, birri also came from Mediterranean islands (Corsica, Crete, Cyprus), Greece, 
Spain, Britain (England and Scotland) and the Black Sea (Tana/Azov). 
Place-names could be untraceable because they were mis-heard, mis-recorded or 
mis-copied by the notary, or even because fabricated by the birro, the constable or the 
podestà.  The possibility of invented names is surely suggested by the very measures taken 
to obtain extensive identity details of the birri: ‘the whole of public documentation was 
directed against possible fraud’.61  One Milanese official insisted on the accurate recording 
of ‘name and surname, skin and features’ at musters as a guard against fraud.62  Yet John 
the son of John and of Johanna, from an unidentifiable place called ‘Blagaria’ (December 
1427), surely sounds like a false name. The possibility of falsehood is confirmed by the 
striking number of occasions on which two men with the same name are recorded in the 
same cohort of birri: two called Guglielmo di Pietro from Germany in February 1417, two 
called Guglielmo di Giovanni from Gascony in January 1419, two called Arrigo di Simone da 
Slavonia in 1422, two called Pietro di Antonio da Sicilia in November 1431, and so on.  There 
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are 18 instances of such duplication in the fifteenth-century lists, and two of double 
duplication.63  Although, with a restricted name pool – in which eight Christian names 
(Antonio, Bartolomeo, Francesco, Giacomo, Giovanni, Georgio, Niccolò, Pietro) account for 
over one third of all the forenames – some of these coincidences can be expected (as in the 
‘birthday paradox’),64 the frequency of this duplication suggests either notarial carelessness 
or a tolerated form of corruption, in which the podestà was paid for 50 birri but actually 
hired only 49, or 48.  Some governments took action to prevent impersonation,65 or to 
protect the quality of staff against cost-cutting,66 but it was only more serious forms of 
abuse that were investigated and penalized at the obligatory end-of-term inquest into the 
outgoing podestà’s conduct.67 
The thirteenth-century statutes required the podestà to draw his familia from his 
own town.68  The remnants of that expectation are visible in the earliest extant lists. In the 
second semester of 1345, the podestà came from Monteleone (di Spoleto?) and so did 20 of 
the birri. A further eight came from Spoleto, and the whole group had a compactness of 
geographical origin, from just seven places in central Italy.  A change was already evident in 
the first semester of 1348, when a podestà from Venice, Giovanni Sanudo,69 brought only 
two birri from that city and, though the bulk of his gendarmes came from the Veneto, they 
also originated from cities such as Cremona, Parma, Siena and Lucca, and from a total of 27 
places.  This became the dominant pattern of the decade of Visconti rule that followed 
(1350-60), and was in line with the Visconti practice of entrusting even minor offices to 
Lombards and Milanese.70  In the nine staff lists from those years, only one podestà, 
Guglielmo Arimondi from Parma, brought many birri from his home town, eleven of them.  
More typical was the familia of Antonio Catanei from Ascona (Ticino), who served repeated 
terms of office from 1357 to 1360: he brought no birro from Ascona or Ticino; his staff came 
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from around 30 different places across northern Italy, from Faenza and Treviso in the north-
east to Milan and Alessandria in the north-west, with considerable numbers from other 
cities ruled by the Visconti, though also with an occasional Tuscan; and he rarely brought 
more than four from the same place.71  The lists from the decade following the restoration 
of papal rule in 1360, and the two lists from the 1390s show divergent tendencies, of 
clustered and dispersed recruitment.  On the one hand, podestà from small places tended 
to recruit locally at least part of their staff: Ciappo de’ Ciappi from Narni brought eleven 
men from Narni among his squad of 52 in September 1362, and several more came from 
other towns of central Italy; and Riccardo de’ conti Guidi di Bagno (November 1395) brought 
15 from Bagno di Romagna.72  On the other hand, podestà from major centres tended to 
recruit more thinly from a wider range of places: across three semesters in the mid-1360s, 
two Florentine podestà – Guelfo Gerardini and Rosso Ricci – brought between them a total 
of only twelve birri from Florence itself; while also recruiting from over 30 Italian cities from 
Asti and Venice to Ascoli and Matelica.  But in both groups the pull towards more distant 
origins is unmistakeable: the first German appears in November 1363 (‘Johannes 
theotonicus’), and the first Croatian from Zara/Zadar in May 1370, while Riccardo de’ conti 
Guidi had two Germans, a Frenchman and a Hungarian among his birri in 1395.  Fourteenth-
century recruitment in Bologna thus mirrors that in Florence: few birri from outside Italy, 
some from the podestà’s home-town, most from the cities of the centre and north.73 
From the early years of the fifteenth century, the trend accentuates to hire more 
birri from further afield.  This trend is neatly announced in March 1404 with a birro from 
Scotland – ‘Pierus Johannis de Schocia’ – in the familia of a podestà from Sassoferrato.  The 
first Cretan appears in 1417, the first Albanian in 1419, the first Greek in 1424.74  The first 
podestà to have no member from his home town in his entire 86-man familia, was Guido 
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Galeazzi from Siena in April 1408.  Instead he had birri from over 30 locations: from 20 
Italian cities, and from cities, regions and countries of northern and eastern Europe 
(Brabant, Bruges, Germany, Locarno, Vienna and Zagreb), as well as officers, squires and 
stable-lads from nearly 30 more.  He was not alone, being followed by other podestà such as 
Lodovico dal Carretto from Savona (February 1417), Bernabò Cimi from Cingoli (August 
1419), Giovanni Salerni from Verona (February 1420) and Matteo degli Ubaldi from Perugia 
(September 1420), who had no birri from Savona, Verona, Cingoli or Perugia, but many from 
beyond Italy, namely Germany, the Low Countries, the Balkans and even England.75 
This trend to recruit from places far removed from the podestà’s home town 
became a trend to recruit from outside Italy and it followed a particular parabola, rising in 
the early fifteenth century, peaking in the 1430s, before suddenly falling back, as tables 
below show. 
[Insert Figure 1 here] 
Between 1345 and 1395, the number of non-Italians was very low, mostly one or two per 
squad, though reaching six in 1395.  The year 1396 seems to mark a watershed, as the 
number rose to eleven, and for the next 25 years the number of non-Italians averaged 15, 
within a range from seven to 27 (in squads averaging 50).  The year 1422 marked another 
upwards jump in foreign birri, rising to 22 (out of 50).  The numbers continued to rise, 
reaching a peak of 42 out of 50 in 1447 (averaging 25 between 1422 and 1451).  Across the 
whole period, the number of Italians fell, from comprising almost all of the birri in the 1340s 
and 1350s,76 to around half in the 1410s and 1420s, and to single figures in the 1440s.  
Geographical distance in the provenance of podestà and birri grew ever greater.  In the 
familia of a podestà from Rome in November 1432, the birro whose home-town was closest, 
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as the crow flies, to Rome came from Zagreb, as the four Italians came from Vicenza, 
Messina, Como and Verona.  Multi-ethnic and multi-lingual bands of birri thus became the 
norm.  For example, in May 1433 the 30 foreigners came from Germany, Hungary, the Low 
Countries (Holland, Brabant), the Balkans (Zara, Sibenik, Piran, Zagreb, Slavonia) and 
England; and in November 1436 a smaller squad of 21 came from Poland, Spain, Germany, 
France, the Low Countries (Brabant, Flanders, Brussels) and Slavonia.  The two decades 
between 1459 and 1478 then saw a rather abrupt decline, though with only six staff-lists 
surviving for this period, and one of them incomplete, this trend needs to be treated with 
caution, especially as the squad size fell to an average of 32 in these years.77  Nevertheless 
the decline was both absolute and relative: by the last full list, in 1471, the number of Italian 
birri accounted for 26 out of a total of 36.  Not that podestà returned to hiring from their 
home-cities: among the podestà of these years, only Giovanni da Balbiano da Milano 
(January 1460) brought a single birro from his own city.  Yet, at a time when immigration to 
Italy from Greece and the Balkans was rising strongly, Bolognese podestà returned to the 
heavily Italian composition of their familie.  What could have caused this development? 
This parabola, of rising and falling foreign recruitment, bears some relation to 
political context.  The periods of greatest Italian recruitment of birri coincide with the two 
periods of rule by secular lords or leaders (the Pepoli and Visconti at the beginning of the 
period, and Giovanni II Bentivoglio at the end), whereas the middling period, 1408-59, a 
period of growing oligarchical control of the city, saw the continued growth in numbers of 
foreign birri. This runs counter to the suggestion by Gino Masi that the use of foreign birri 
was corrosive of civic morale and constituted an army for tyrants.78  Instead, it seems that 
the interests of oligarchy were served by police forces composed of men with few contacts 
among themselves and none with local populations.  Nevertheless, the falling away of 
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foreign recruitment in the 1460s-70s could also have had an external cause: the heavy 
military recruitment in these years by Venice, of thousands of infantry to conduct its Turkish 
war in Istria, Morea and Friuli,79 perhaps drawing off surplus sword-carrying manpower. 
[Insert Figure 2 here] 
Two questions remain: the causes and effects of this dispersed recruitment.  What 
recruitment mechanism can have produced such heterogeneous results?  How did these 
cohorts come together, and who was the organising agent, if not the podestà?  The obvious 
probable recruiter is the ‘constable’ (equivalent to a squad-leader), following the practice of 
military sub-contracting.  It is noticeable that the constables remained Italian for much 
longer than the rest of the birri, and some of them had prolonged careers in Bologna.  With 
one exception,80 foreigners filled this role only after 1430.  Of the 123 constables, 18 appear 
more than once, and some fairly consistently: Andrea di Marino d’Ascoli, eleven times 
between 1406 and 1435; Milanino di Antonio da Milano, ten times, 1419-34; Lucchino ‘de 
Lexia’ five times, 1357-9,81 and Baldizzone d’Arezzo five times, 1357-60.  The constables 
came from a much more restricted pool of places than the birri (50 in total), with twelve 
coming from Ascoli and eight from Florence.  The presence of these leaders, serving a 
succession of podestà, suggests that the incoming podestà, instead of hiring servants 
himself, sub-contracted this function to on-the-spot middlemen, who recruited from the 
labour market in and around Bologna.  This would explain the change in patterns of 
continued service among the birri (fig. 2).  Using a narrow definition of repetition in office,82 
the graph shows that repeated service among the birri grew during the periods of 
constables Lucchino and Baldizzone in the later 1350s serving one podestà (Antonio Catanei 
from Ascona), and of Andrea and Milanino between 1406 and 1435, serving nearly 20 
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podestà between them.  It would also explain why, under Andrea and Milanino, the 
musicians were often Bolognese.  Moreover, it finds confirmation in later records in which 
the government dispensed from the statutes, so as to allow an outgoing podestà’s staff to 
serve his incoming successor.83  Men such as Andrea and Milanino acted as brokers between 
the podestà and the labour market, in similar ways to military condottieri. 
Historians of military recruitment have recently re-examined the idea of a transition 
from ‘feudal’ to ‘contract’ armies in the later Middle Ages, reconceiving it in terms of forms 
of labour, and types or levels of recruitment.  In terms which echo the evolution of the 
podestà’s familia, these historians have discussed the transition from recruitment of a 
‘reciprocal form of labour’, based on locality or kinship or patronage, to recruitment of 
commodified labour, based on either individual or collective recruitment methods.84  
Likewise, the podestà in the early-mid fourteenth century acted more like landlords raising 
an army ‘from their own retinue and dependent peasantry’, whereas by the early fifteenth, 
they were recruiting heavily from supplies of international labour.85  Moreover, this was just 
at the moment when the companies of mercenary soldiers employed by the lords and cities 
of Italy were moving in the opposite direction, from largely foreign components to men 
enrolled from the Italian aristocratic captain’s own lands and castles – military units which, 
it is argued were more flexible, more efficient and cheaper than foreign armies.86  
Explanations for this shift in the origin of military labour in Italy – from foreign to native – 
focus on the factors of the supply of labour, the status and opportunities offered by the 
employment, and the organisational needs of the employer.87  Can a similar rota of causes 
lie behind the opposite shift in police labour?  This would suggest that the supply of migrant 
labour remained strong, now channelled more into non-military sectors; that the status and 
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opportunities of policing fell for Italians, but remained advantageous for foreigners; and 
that employers saw benefits in non-native recruitment. 
Certainly the supply of foreign labourers in Bologna was strong, some of them 
unemployed and some of them familiar with sword-handling.  They cover all the categories, 
from the vagabond and marginal to the unskilled, the specialized and the professional.88  In 
the few surviving jail registers, in addition to large numbers of Italians, foreigners from 
further afield turn up, detained for debts or offences.  For example, the register for 1426 has 
18 Germans, five Frenchmen, four from the Balkans and one Pole;89 and the register for 
1439 has 27 Germans, three Frenchmen, three Flemings, two Poles, and one man from each 
of Ragusa, Durazzo, Luxemburg and Athens.90  Such men also turn up in the criminal trial 
registers.  In one semester between 1425 and 1426, a man from Piran, and his companion 
from Udine, were involved in a brawl with two contadini; a Hungarian, with a Bolognese 
accomplice, assaulted a soldier with swords; a German vagabond attacked a Florentine with 
a knife; a German innkeeper stabbed a man from Zagreb in the throat; and a German 
weaver resident in Bologna was prosecuted for keeping a mistress.91  Cases in the following 
years add to the catalogue: a group of Spanish murderers armed with swords, an Albanian 
thief, brawling German servants at the Lion Inn, and so on.92  Among the skilled labourers, 
there was a group of German weavers in Bologna, smaller doubtless than its better-known 
counterparts in Florence and Venice,93 and households of ‘foreigners’ (non-Bolognese) 
constituted one fifth of households in one quarter of the city.94  French and German pimps 
and prostitutes, with the occasional Slav, populated the brothel, alongside their Italian 
peers.  Students and, more relevantly, their servants came from all over Christian Europe.  
Moreover, there were always people passing through, as the records of the pass office 
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show.95  So there was never a shortage of foreign labour, and evidence from elsewhere 
shows that the authorities were keen to enrol suitable men newly arrived in the city.96 
To suggest that employment as birri could be seen as advantageous to foreign 
workers is to reverse the point of view from which birri have usually been judged.   In this 
and later periods, they have been seen as ‘barely distinguishable from criminals’,97 their 
function vile and their reputation odious: ‘rough and fierce’, noted for ‘avidity and 
rudeness’.98  Jacques Chiffoleau saw the ‘anarchic violence’ of the sergeants in Avignon as 
functional to their intimidatory function.99  However, such interpretations are one-sided 
and, as with foreign mercenary soldiers, other perspectives exist: were migrant birri really 
unemployed drifters hired for their rough appearance and behaviour, or rather 
opportunistic migrants seeking integration?100  Some certainly were commended and 
rewarded by their employers, as for example a constable in Florence.101  Police service, like 
military service, could therefore be considered as a ‘resource’, an ‘instrument’ providing 
both income and ‘paths to social mobility’,102 except that those who served as birri had 
chosen an occupation that on the face of it resisted integration: socialisation with the local 
populace was curtailed by law, and the situations in which they interacted with citizens 
were confrontational (making arrests, impounding goods, enforcing debts).  However, 
recent research also attempts to see variety in the ‘strategies of survival’ of migrants’ 
behaviour, as they differed in the ways they coped with ‘displacement, loss and 
alienation’.103  Policing as a form of labour did provide wages, lodgings, food, clothing and 
comradeship: a life-style and mentality that perhaps suited men at certain stages in their 
life-cycle.  If the foreign birri were young men, which is likely given the historical 
connections between young adulthood and life-cycle migration/mobility,104 service in police 
forces may have provided them with a structure that allowed ‘good migration’ to occur, 
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enabling the successful adaptation to new surroundings and the incorporation of new 
experiences.105 
As for the interests of their employers, it is noticeable how the shift in recruitment 
roughly coincides with the strengthening of the forces of surveillance, policing and 
repression in post-plague cities.  As Sarah Rubin Blanshei has recently indicated, the legal 
and physical powers of the Bolognese podestà were extended in the later fourteenth 
century: numbers of birri, relative to the population, went up, and the podestà’s authority 
to prosecute ex offcio was expanded.106  Pressure from the podestà in 1380 to relax the 
regulations on torture, on the grounds that the law was too restricting, led to a change in 
the law.107  The increasing employment of birri who were more remote from local networks 
of influence harmonises with the development of harsher, less rule-bound justice, such as 
the loosening of restrictions on torture, or the prorogation of procedural deadlines,108 or the 
hiring of an official bandit-catcher (bargello),109 or the repeated enlargement of the 
podestà’s arbitrary powers of inquiry, arrest, prosecution and punishment (as in 1418-19 
and the 1440s).110  This harmonises too with some findings of the Italian historiography on 
policing.  Andrea Zorzi has placed the growth in police numbers in the broader context of 
‘profound transformation’ of judicial power: new judicial bodies, more flexible judicial 
procedures and the practice of negotiated penalty.111  Sam Cohn argued that just as the 
nature of Florentine class conflict changed in the fifteenth century, from mass insurrections 
to individual attacks on the elite and on officials, so too the nature of surveillance changed 
from elected, unpaid parish officials to paid, centralised officers, such as the birri.112  
Elizabeth Crouzet Pavan’s study of policing in Venice argued that as the presence of agents 
of surveillance increased, so violence, especially nocturnal violence, was increasingly 
directed against those agents: the expansion of state policing generated resistance to it.113  
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Something of this is echoed in Bologna, most strikingly in the violent attacks on the bargello 
(bandit-catcher) of the mid-fifteenth century, Raffaele da Pistoia, who was the target of an 
assassination attempt and whose son was killed in a nocturnal confrontation with a band of 
armed men to shouts of ‘Give it to the bargello! Kill the bargello!’.114  As a result of these 
assaults, the financial penalties for wounding the bargello or the podestà’s staff were 
tripled.115  Similarly, the social reaction to the podestà and his birri seems to have grown 
rougher.  In the 1340s the range of violent resistance to official action, as represented in 
criminal prosecutions, focused on tax collectors and their agents, and on bailiffs distraining 
goods for private or public debt: debt and taxes were the triggers, not surveillance or 
policing.116  Records for selected years between 1425 and 1465 show a similar resistance to 
debt-distraint, and injuries to bailiffs and the retrieval by force of distrained goods are still 
present,117 but violent responses to arrest are more evident.  Resistance to arrest could be 
forceful enough to repel the podestà’s knight and birri, or even lead to death, as in 1469, 
when the brother of an arrested man fatally shot a birro with a crossbow.118 
From the point of view of their employers, nevertheless, one issue still remains: did 
the heterogeneous nature of the familia pose a problem? The squads of birri evolved from 
mono-lingual to multi-lingual, from familiar servants to unknown commodities.  Unlike 
Parisian sergents, they had no local knowledge, of the streets and of the world of 
delinquency, which mould have sharpened their crime-controlling senses.119  If migrants 
from the Balkans in Italy were, as has been claimed, ‘total strangers, could not 
communicate, were mostly destitute’,120 how did they function as birri?  Communication 
and coordination of multi-lingual groups of staff may have shaped how birri were used by 
podestà and his officials.  Though scholarship on the circulation of judges and notaries has 
spoken positively of the intellectual benefits of the system as a ‘zone of meeting and 
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exchange of discourses’,121 and though the scholarship on army composition speaks 
positively of a ‘melting pot’ and ‘ease of assimilation’,122 at a lower and more practical level, 
linguistic variety may have impeded policing, and it is difficult to believe that verbal and 
cultural misunderstandings would not have arisen or have needed constant correction.  The 
very indecipherability of some of their recorded names suggests a failure of communication.  
Recruitment of international labour thus had ambiguous results: because they were 
unattached to the city and its inhabitants, they could act as ‘embodiments of civic law 
enforcement’,123 but that same quality meant that their operational rather than symbolic 
efficiency could be compromised. 
Conclusions 
This article has brought together two historiographical trends: migration studies and 
the history of policing.  It has shown how the provenance of birri evolved across the period 
from wholly Italian to wholly foreign, and then suddenly back again, and how the countries 
of origin expanded in number, providing increasing numbers of birri to the Bolognese 
podestà.  The character and motivations of the migratory flows varied.  The ‘Slavonians’ 
were part of an intense movement of peoples from Greece and the Balkans under the 
pressure of Ottoman advance and conquest.  The Germans, by contrast, had much longer-
established patterns of specifically military service in Italy, as mercenaries, going back to the 
early thirteenth century124 - a practice that was presumably reinforced by their employers’ 
mental acceptance of the late-medieval stereotype of Germanic rough and cruel 
bellicosity,125 seeing those qualities as suitable for the role of birro.  This study has 
concentrated on the flows of birri, their places of origin, their continuity and replacement.  
The bureaucratic registration of all the birri changes the understanding of their place: there 
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was not just quantitative change (rising numbers, as previous research has shown), but 
qualitative change too, which focuses attention on birri as migrant workers and on policing 
as labour.  This gives rise to two sets of implications.  First, public order and policing: police 
forces with substantial, even majority, foreign components fit into the evolution of judicial 
and surveillance powers in the later fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, yet also posed 
practical difficulties of local knowledge, of coordination and communication.  Second, 
migration and integration: foreign migrants who entered the troops of birri chose a hard 
path to integration, where the benefits of accommodation and comradeship were 
accompanied by the risks of injury and precarious employment, but this may have suited 
their stage in the life-cycle. 
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